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Outline

1. Post-selection inference- how to get pvalues and confidence
interval that are valid post-selection (e.g. after stepwise
regression or lasso)

2. Application of these ideas to the problem of internal
inference: comparing internally derived predictors to external
predictors
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Our first paper on selective inference

”A significance test for the lasso”– Annals of Statistics 2014
(with discussion)
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What it’s like to work with Jon Taylor
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Post selection inference

Example: Forward Stepwise regression

FS, naive FS, adjusted

lcavol 0.000 0.000
lweight 0.000 0.012

svi 0.047 0.849
lbph 0.047 0.337

pgg45 0.234 0.847
lcp 0.083 0.546
age 0.137 0.118

gleason 0.883 0.311

Table: Prostate data example: n = 88, p = 8. Naive and
selection-adjusted forward stepwise sequential tests

With Gaussian errors, P-values are exact in finite samples.
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Review of the theory of selective inference

The polyhedral lemma

I Response vector y ∼ N(µ,Σ). Suppose we make a selection
that can be written as

Ay ≤ b

with A, b not depending on y .

I Then for any vector η

F
[V−,V+]

η>µ,σ2η>η
(η>y)|{AL,λy ≤ bL,λ} ∼ Unif(0, 1)

(truncated Gaussian distribution), where V−,V+ are
(computable) constants that are functions of η,A, b.
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The polyhedral lemma: some intuition

I Suppose that we have taken one step of forward stepwise
regression, entering predictor x3. We wish to make inferences
about the coefficient of x3.

I We can view the stepwise procedure as a competition among
inner products: x3 has a largest inner product with y among
all predictors. These inner products are linear functions of y .

I Hence the set of outcome vectors y that would lead to the
same results of the competition can be written in the form
Ay ≤ b.
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The polyhedral lemma: intuition continued

I Now without selection, the inner product between x3 and y
can have any value between −∞ and ∞. But after
selection, , we know it must be at least as large as the inner
product between the second place finisher and y (with
orthogonal variables).

I Conditioning on the results of the competition leads to
constraints on the size of the inner products, and these are
computable from A and b, namely Vm and Vp.

I We carry out inference using the Gaussian distribution
truncated to lie in (Vm,Vp)
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Example: Lasso with fixed-λ
HIV data: selection intervals for lasso with fixed tuning parameter
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Saturated and selective models

I Fithian, Sun and Taylor (2014) develop an optimal theory of
post-selection inference

I They discuss two underlying models, the saturated and
selective models.

I The preceding development uses the saturated model: by
conditioning on Pη⊥y , a closed form solution emerges.
However, a loss of power can occur.

I The selective model conditions on less: just the sufficient
statistics in the exponential family model. This gives a more
powerful test but requires accept/reject or MCMC sampling
from the polyhedron.
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THE MOST IMPORTANT SLIDE SO FAR
I R package on CRAN selectiveInference. Forward stepwise

regression, Lasso, Lars
I Non-technical article: Jonathan Taylor and Robert Tibshirani.

Statistical learning and selective inference PNAS 2015.
I New book: Hastie, Tibshirani, Wainwright

Has a chapter on selective inference!
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Assessment of internally derived predictors

I In biomarker studies, an important problem is to compare a
predictor of disease outcome derived from gene expression
levels to standard clinical predictors.

I Comparing them on the same dataset that was used to derive
the biomarker predictor can lead to results strongly biased in
favor of the biomarker predictor.

I Efron and Tibshirani (2002) proposed a method called
“pre-validation” for making a fairer comparison between the
two sets of predictors. Further studies by Hoefling and
Tibshirani (2008). Doesn’t exactly work!

I Can do better via selective inference
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X Y Ŷ Z Y

X Y Ŷ Z Y

Naive

Pre-validation
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An example

An example of this problem arose in the paper of Van deVeer et al
(2002).

I breast cancer microarray data — 4918 genes measured over
78 cases. Outcome was good or bad prognosis

I The microarray predictor was constructed as follows:

1. 70 genes were selected, having largest absolute correlation
with the 78 class labels

2. Using these 70 genes, a nearest centroid classifier was
constructed.

3. Applying the classifier to the 78 microarrays gave a
dichotomous predictor η̂i for each case i .

4. η̂ was then compared with clinical predictors for predicting
good or bad prognosis (logistic regression)
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P-values on Breast cancer data

Naive test: 1.1e-06 ;

Prevalidated test: 0.0378
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Pre-validation doesn’t exactly work

Type I error is somewhat close to nominal level, but is
anti-conservative
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Application of selective inference theory to our problem

I Response y , external predictors Z = (Z1,Z2, . . .Zm),
biomarkers X = (X1,X2, . . .Xp).

I We model y ∼ X to give η̂, then we run lasso y ∼ (Z , η̂)

I If first stage model is simple, like

“choose η̂ = Xj most correlated with y”,

then we can simply add constraints to matrix A in selection
rule Ay ≤ b. Gives closed-form p-values for coefficient of η̂.

(Saturated model)
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What if we use a regression or lasso estimate for η̂?

I Fit y ∼ X by forward stepwise regression or lasso to yield
prediction η̂.

I Then fit y ∼ (Z , η̂). We define test for significance of η̂ as

T = (RSS0 − RSS)/RSS

I This leads to an auto-regressive model for y [since it appears
on both left and right hand sides of the model y ∼ (Z , η̂)].

I With some work, can apply selective inference framework to
get p-values for coefficient of η̂. Requires MCMC sampling.

(Selective model)
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Null Simulation
n = 50, p = 100
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Non-Null Simulation
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P-values on Breast cancer data

Using lasso regression instead of nearest centroids at first stage, LS
regression at second stage

Method p-value

Naive T-test 1.69e-07
Pre-validation 0.74
Selective Inference .127
Data Carving 0.128
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Ongoing work on selective inference

I Optimal inference after model selection (Fithian, Sun, Taylor)

I Sequential selection procedures (G’Sell, Wager, Chouldechova,
Tibs) JRSSB

I PCA (Choi, Taylor, Tibs)

I Forward stepwise with grouped variables (Loftus and Taylor)

I Many means problem (Reid, Taylor, Tibs)

I Asymptotics (Tian and Taylor)

I Bootstrap (Ryan Tibshirani+friends)

I STILL TO COME: logistic regression, Cox model, ...
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Conclusions

I Selective inference is an exciting new area. Lots of potential
research problems and generalizations
(grad students take note)!!

I We have developed a method for carrying out internal
inference with exact control of type I error.

I Try the selectiveInference R package on CRAN. Later:
an R package for internal inference.

I Coming soon: Deep Selective Inference r
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